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Abstract

Primary mediastinal germ cell tumors accounts for about 3-15% of the mediastinal malignancies. Nonseminomatous tumors make a small percentage of germ cell tumors. Treatment of mediastinal choriocarcinoma includes initial systemic chemotherapy, followed by complete resection of all residual tumors. However, patients with non-seminomatous tumors have very poor prognosis.
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Introduction

Primary mediastinal Germ cell Tumors (PMGCTs) are rare malignancies constituting approximately 3-15% of the mediastinal tumors. Histologic and serologic properties of PMGCTs are similar to those of gonadal Germ cell Tumors (GCTs), yet with poorer prognosis. These tumors occur more frequently in males with a ratio of 9/1. A major part of mediastinal GCTs are teratomas followed by seminomas and nonseminomas, accounting for a relatively smaller percentage of these malignancies. Primary mediastinal choriocarcinoma (PMC) is diagnosed with a mediastinal detectable lesion without the presence of the primary lesion in the gonads or metastatic disease in the retroperitoneal lymph nodes. Herein, we presented a case of PMC in a female patient who initially presented with vaginal bleeding, which progressed to superior vena cava syndrome.
Case presentation
A 48-year-old female G4L4 initially presented with menorrhagia with high β-HCG titer (30000 IU/L). She underwent total abdominal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy in another center, due to unusual vaginal bleeding. However, her pathology revealed that endometrial adenomyosis and gonads were normal.

About two months after the operation, the patient referred to our center due to facial edema and dyspnea on exertion. Computed tomography (CT) of chest, abdomen, and pelvis was obtained, revealing a large superior mediastinal mass (Figure 1). Abdomen and pelvis CT revealed portal vein thrombosis without evidence on retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy.

In her laboratory data, the patient had LDH: 950 U/L, β-HCG: 57700 IU/L, with normal AFP level. Tru-cut Biopsy of mediastinal mass was done for the patient, revealing cohesive sheets of malignant epithelioid cells with focal central necrosis surrounded by fibrotic tissue (Figure 2). Tumoral cells showed marked cytologic atypia with hyperchromasia and several mitotic figures.

There were certain giant multinucleated cells around cohesive syncytial cells (Figure 3). Immunohistochmical study indicated positive cytokeratin 7, PLAP, p63, SALL4, and CD5. According to the morphology and immunohistochemistry of the patient, we reached two different diagnoses of germ cell tumor and thymic carcinoma. Due to the presence of syncytial trophoblastic component and syncytiotrophoblast cells with central necrosis, germ cell tumor, particularly choriocarcinoma, was the most likely diagnosis. Mixed germ cell tumors could not be excluded in the tru-cut biopsy.

Discussion
Our patient received one course of BEP chemotherapy protocol. However, the chemotherapy then changed to VIP, due to bleomycin pulmonary toxicity and probable need for mediastinal surgery. Following three cycles of VIP chemotherapy regimen, chest spiral CT scan revealed good response to chemotherapy with residual disease in mediastinum; consequently, thoracic surgery consultation was done for the patient, yet surgery was impossible due to the involvement of mediastinal great vessels and formation of several collaterals. Therefore, the patient underwent mediastinal radiation as a local therapy. Currently, about 9 months after the treatment, the patient is symptom-free and the disease is under control.

Extragonadal GCTs occur in anterior mediastinum, the retroperitoneum, pineal, and suprasellar regions. Less than 5% of germ cell tumors present as a mediastinal mass without the involvement of other sites. Extragonadal GCTs are categorized as seminomas, Nonseminomatous, mature teratoma, and immature teratoma. Choriocarcinoma is a subtype of nonseminomatous GCTs that behave aggressively and metastasize via hematogenous or lymphatic system to visceral organs.

Patients with PMC may present with symptoms of compression to adjacent structures, including dyspnea, chest pain, cough, superior vena cava syndrome, or symptoms of metastasis although a small percentage of patients might be without any symptoms. Furthermore, elevated levels of HCG could be conducive to the diagnosis. Only a few PMC cases have been reported among female patients. The pathologic aspect of this tumor is characterized by the presence of cytotrophoblastic and syncytiotrophoblastic cells with extensive hemorrhage and/or necrosis.
The most frequently used immunohistochemical marker for the diagnosis of choriocarcinoma is Human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG). Other stains, such as keratin, PLAP, EMA, and AFP, might be positive in choriocarcinoma. Treatment of PMC consists of multimodality approach, including initial systemic chemotherapy, followed by complete resection of all residual tumors. There is no consensus on the best chemotherapy regimen for PMCs. Bleomycin-containing regimens, including BEP (bleomycin, etoposide, cisplatin), are known to be the standard treatment of patients with low-risk GCTs, like PMGCTs. Post-operative complications, namely pneumonia, acute respiratory distress, and prolonged ventilator requirement >48 hours, were more frequent with BEP compared to those with VIP (etoposide, ifosfamide, cisplatin) regimen. Thus, several experts prefer VIP chemotherapy protocol for PMC. Five-year overall survival rate of patients with nonseminomatous tumors is lower than that in patients with seminoma, 45% versus 90%, respectively.

Conclusion
Primary mediastinal choriocarcinoma is a rare disease with only few cases being reported among female patients. As a result of very poor prognosis, the treatment initially consists of systemic chemotherapy and is followed by surgery.
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Figure 1. This figure shows the computed tomography of chest revealed large superior mediastinal mass with pressure on Superior Vena Cava.
Figure 2. Microscopic section shows syncytial cohesive trophoblastic cells with central necrosis. (Hematoxyline and Eosin, ×200)
Figure 3. (a-c) Microscopic section shows trophoblastic cells with marked atypia and some syncytiotrophoblasts (arrow). (Hematoxyline and Eosin, ×400)